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Videoswet REDDEVIL — professional
videoswet.
No items Checkout Videoswet REDDEVIL LampsTM professional video powerful Studio
chetyrehmetrovy ﬂuorescent lights with a large area of the glowing surface and integrated electronic
ballast - production in Russia Assembly of illuminators is carried out in the Moscow region Mytishchi
on its own production facilities. Guaranteed high quality standards no ﬂicker instant on quiet
operation of the devices. Color temperature is not changed when changing the level of illumination.
Devices REDDEVIL LampsTM give a soft uniform light can be used to install as shooting light painting
large objects or lighting when ﬁlming on the road and can also be used to ﬁll the background of
chromakey studios. Design allows you to quickly install the equipment away and secure videoswet at
any angle and in the desired direction without special tools. Fluorescent illuminators are equipped
with a built-in hard blinds which serve to adjust the light direction. Thanks to separate circuit breakers
have the opportunity to select the individual circuit of the lamp. Developed the ﬁrst device in the
series REDDEVIL Lamps TM - RDL 2ft4ft's the youngest version of the ﬂuorescent lighting which is the
most versatile product in the range of REDDEVIL LampsTM for ﬁeld shooting. The next model is
released in 2016 is more power and improved design is best suited for video production commercials
TV shows movie. All devices REDDEVIL LampsTM equipped with high frequency electronic ballasts are
resistant to vibration and temperature extremes with preliminary heating lamps and a protective
disconnection when disconnecting the lamp. The devices can be installed lamp warm or cold color
KinoFlo in the last photo above RDL 2ft4ft F and KinoFlo or Osram in devices RDL 2ft4ft S. Auxiliary
equipment and accessories In addition to the built-in wide honeycomb blinds are available to control
the ﬂow of light and tissue scatterers. The mounting of the lens in the vicinity of the lamps retains the
high strength of the luminous ﬂux. To change the level of illumination you can open and close the
blinds without moving the lens which greatly speeds up preparation. For even more speed devices
REDDEVIL LampsTM can be transported with a plastic diﬀuser. All you have to do on the court is to
put it on the rack and connect to a wall outlet. Latest reviews Rated products Fluorescent illuminator
REDDEVIL RDL1200S Devices eﬃciently assembled bolt to bolt. Some rare scratches on the body
suggests that their
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